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A set of points Y c X of an n-graph G = (X, F) is s-complete, s < n, if 
each subset Z c y with ] Z I = s is contained in some edge of/". 
f(n, m, k, s) is the maximal number of edges of a graph G e M(n, m, k, s), 
where M(n, m, k, s) is the family of all n-graphs on m points which contain no 
s-complete set of cardinality k. 
Turfin [1] determined the function f(2, m, k, 2) and the structure of the 
corresponding maximal graphs. T. S. Motzkin and E. G. Straus [2] gave a 
different proof of Turfin's result. J. W. Moon and L. Maser [3] settled the 
question for f(3, m, 4, 2). 
In this paper the function f(n, m, k, 2) and the structure of the corresponding 
maximal graphs are determined. 
INTRODUCTION 
The cardinal  number of  a set X is denoted by IX  [. The family 
A1, A2 ..... Ar is an almost equal partition of the set X, i f  
6A i=X and --1 ~< [AsJ - -  IA j l  ~< lho lds (1  ~<i , j~<r) .  
i=1 
An n-graph (n >/2) is an ordered pair  of  finite sets G = (X, I ' )  with 
1" C { Y /Y  C X; [ Y t = n}. The elements of  X are the points or vertices 
of  G and the elements of  jr, are the edges of G. I use the notat ion v(G) = X; 
e(G) = P. 
The two n-graphs G ----- (X, P )  and H = (V, S) are isomorphic i f  there 
exists a one-two-one correspondence ff between the elements of  X and V 
such that whenever {Xl, x2 ..... x,~} e / ' then  {¢(xl), ~b(x2) ..... ~b(xn)} E S and 
whenever {xl ,  x2 ..... xn} ¢ F then {~b(xl), ¢(x2),..., ~b(xn)) 6 S. 
We denote by N (n, m, k) the family of  all n-graphs G = (X, F )  with 
I XI - -  mandF={Y/YCX, [  Y] =n; I  YnA, [  <~ 1;(1 ~<i ~<k - -  1)}, 
where A~ ..... A~_a is an almost equal part i t ion of  X. I f  n ~> k then G 
is empty. 
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It is easy to see that N(n, m, k) C M(n, m, k, 2). 
We observe that the graphs in N(n, m, k) are isomorphic to each other. 
Thus, for G ~ N(n, m, k), I e(G)l is a fixed number g(n, m, k). 
We note the following: If m = q(k -- 1) q-p with 0 ~<p < k -- 1 
and G ~ N(n, m, k), then: 
for q O, g (n ,m,k)  (m) 
n 
for q>~ 1, g(n ,m,k)= le (G) l  
(1) = (k -- 1)qn q_ ~ (p/)(k - -1 - - i )  
n i=1 n -- i q~' 
where (~) =0 if o~ </3. 
From the above formulas for g(n, m, k) or more simply by considering 
the structure of the graphs in N(n, m, k) we see, that 
(2) g(n,m,k)  = (k--n 1)_}_ (n k -~) (m_k_k_  1) 
+ i=2 n -- i g(i, m -- k q- 1, k). 
STATEMENT AND PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
THEOREM. In the set M(n, m, k, 2) the graphs N(n, m, k) and only those 
graphs have the maximum number of edges. And hence 
f(n,  m, k, 2) = g(n, m, k). 
Proof If k ~< n, the result is clear since, in this case, f(n, m, k, 2) = 
g(n, m, k) = 0. For the remainder of the proof we assume that 2 ~< n < k. 
If m < k, the result is again obvious, since the n-complete n-graph on 
m points is in both M(n, m, k, 2) and N(n, m, k). We now assume that 
m =q(k - -1 )  q-p, whereO ~<p <k- -1  andq ~> 1 and we use induc- 
tion on q. More precisely we assume that 
f ( i ,m- -k+l ,k ,  2) =g( i ,m- -k+l ,k )  (2 ~<i ~<n) 
and the maximal graphs of M(i, m-  k + 1, k, 2) are the graphs of 
N(i, m -- k + l, k). 
Suppose G = (X, F) is a maximal graph of M(n, m, k, 2). Then 
(3) ]/" [ = f (n,  m, k, 2) ~ g(n, m, k) > O. 
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Let Y be a maximal 2-complete subset of G. We will show that 
(4) [Y I  =k- -1 .  
Since any edge of G is 2-complete and/ "  :# 0 it follows that [ Y I >~ n. 
Suppose [ Y I ~< k --  2. Then there is x e X --  Y and some y e Y so that 
{x, y) is not 2-complete. Since I Y I > /n  there is Z C Y - -  {y} so that 
r Z I = n --  2. Let G' = (X, T") where F '  --  T' u {e} and e = {x, y} u Z. 
I f  Y' C X, [ Y'I  = k, then Y' -- {x} is not 2-complete in G and so there is 
{u, v} C Y' - -  {x} which is not 2-complete in G. Because Y is 2-complete 
in G and x c {u, v}, it follows that {u, v) (2 e. Hence Y' is not 2-complete 
in G'. This shows that G' ~ M(n, m, k, 2) and contradicts the maximality 
of e(G). Thus (4) holds. 
For  0 ~< i ~< n, let B i = {U e F/I u O (X  - -  Y)I = i} and let 
A ~ -= {u(X -- Y) I u e Bi}. 
Clearly 
(5) I A°I = 1 and I A i f  ~m- -k+l ,  
since A ° = { ;~ } and [ A 1 I ~< [ X --  Y [. I f  2 ~< i ~< n, then any 2-complete 
set of  the/ -graph (X --  Y, A ~) is 2-complete in G and hence 
(6) IA~I <~f( i ,m- -k+l ,k ,  2 )=g( i ,m- -k+l ,k )  (2~<i~<n) .  
For P e A ~, let Y(P) = {y e Y I {Y} to P C u E B~}. It follows that 
(7) IB'[ <~(k - - i - -  1) IA i I .  
/ ' / - -  l 
Since /" = B ° u B' u ... u B n, it follows from (5), (6), (7), and (2) that 
f(n, m, k, 2) ~< g(n, m, k). 
Because of  (3) the equality stated in the theorem holds. Also there must 
be equality in (5), (6), (7). 
It remains to prove that G ~ N(n, m, k). Let G* = (X --  Y, r '*) be the 
2-graph with edges 
1"* ={e/ le l  =z ,  eCX- -  Y, eCu~F}.  
Since the 2-complete sets in G* are 2-complete in G and since A s C T'* 
and equality holds in (6) when i = 2, it follows from the induction 
hypothesis that there is an almost equal partition of  X -  Y into k --  1 
disjoint sets X 1 .... , X~-I so that 
(8) [ur3X~]  ~<1 (u~I ' , l  <~j<~k- -1 ) .  
Also, if x e X~, x' e X~., and i @ j,  then {x, x'} is 2-complete. 
582b/xo[2-2 
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As we have already observed, for each x e X - -  Y there is some y e Y 
so that {x, y} is not 2-complete. For  equality to hold in (7) when i = 1, 
this po int  y must in fact be unique and we denote it by ~b(x). I f  i ~ j ,  
x E X~, x '  ~ X j ,  and ~b(x) = ~b(x') = y then (Y - -  {y}) u {x, x'} is a 
2-complete set o fk  elements. This is a contradiction. Hence we may assume 
that 
Y = (Y l ,  Yz ..... y~_l} and that ~b(x) = yj for all x ~ Xj(1 ~<j ~< k - -  1). 
Put Zj  = X s u{y j )  (1 ~<j ~< k -  1). Then Z 1 ..... Zk-1 is an almost 
equal part i t ion of  X. I f  for some u 6 / "  we have [ u n Zj  I = 2, then by (8) 
we must  have y~ ~ u for some x 6 X j .  But this is in contradict ion so 
yj = ~b(x~) and so {x~, yj} is not 2-complete. Thus 
lunZ j{~l  (u~F,  1 ~ j~k- -1 ) .  
This, together w i th  the fact that I F  I : g(n, m,k) ,  implies that 
G = (X ,F )~(N,n ,m,k) .  
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